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  Digital marketing is rising in India with fast pace. Many Indian companies are 
using digital marketing for competitive advantage. Success of marketing campaign 
cannot be solely achieved by digital marketing only. Rather for success of any marketing 
campaign it should fully connect the capabilities of various marketing techniques 
available within both the traditional and modern marketing. Internet access is 
mainstreaming among professionals and the use of mobile is intensifying. The pace of 
change continues to be rapid with digital channels constantly growing in volume and 
strength. More people spend more time online in India every year, and the digital tools 
and sites they use play an ever-growing role in their lives. Digital marketing is the avenue 
of electronic communication which is used by the marketers to endorse the goods and the 
services towards the marketplace. This study shows that how often India is effective in  
digital marketing in order to increase in sales. 
KEYWORDS: Digital Marketing, SEO, E-Commerce, Effectiveness and growth of 
Digital Marketing. 
 
 1.INTRODUCTION 
  Digital Marketing is a part of a Digital Economy. India is a fast moving nation 
towards digital economy and this movement has been accelerate with the demonetization 
of the Indian Currency in the last quarter of year 2016.With it various government digital 
payment promotion schemes has been launched. Digital market requires digital 
promotion and marketing strategies. The telecom sector is also playing an important role 
in the digitalization movement. Recent launch of reliance telecom Jio with the free & 
unlimited internet facilities has played a revolutionary roll. The other prominent 
companies like Airtel, Idea, Vodaphone & BSNL are also offering attractive internet 
plans. Indian banks are also providing more customer friendly & secure money 
transaction services. Now Indian consumer is spending more time on social media and 
internet surfing. Thus the visibility of any product is more through digital medium than 
traditional marketing techniques. Digital marketing techniques includes Content 
Marketing, Marketing Automation, AdWords, SEO, Social Media, Email Marketing and 
Website Design. 
 2. Objectives 

1.The main purpose of this paper is to recognize the effectiveness of digital 
marketing in           the competitive market. 
 2. To study the major factors affecting digital marketing in India. 
 3. Growth of digital marketing in India. 

3.Effectiveness of Digital Marketing 
 In order to achieve success one suppose to move in the following manner  
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� Plan - Create a structured plan and roadmap by reviewing your current 
weaknesses and the opportunities to boost online leads and sales.  

� Manage - Review your marketing activities, so that you know where to focus to 
get the Quick Wins which will make the biggest difference  

� Optimise - Learn the best practices and success factors to help you compete to get 
better results  

It is no exaggeration that you live in a digital world and from that perspective it is 
imperative that your business has an impressive presence in the digital space.In essence, 
digital marketing is the future of marketing in the world with the added advantages that it 
is cheaper than traditional marketing and is measurable. Let‟s list the different ways you 
can use the digital medium to popularize and drive conversions for any startup or 
business.  
a) Search Engine Optimization (SEO)  

In layman‟s terms, Search Engine Optimization or SEO is essentially tweaking 
your website so that it comes up naturally or organically for search results in Google, 
Yahoo Bing or any other search engine. Google updates its algorithms regularly so that 
only the relevant results come up. From that perspective, many experts say that SEO is 
dead and the effort is futile. However, the truth is that Google tries to prevent algorithm 
manipulation and filters sites that don‟t deserve to be on the top of SERPs (Search 
Engine Result Pages). So there is no doubt you should invest in SEO work. Your website 
should address the technicalities related to content and query matching, spidering, 
indexing, and interpreting non-text content. Remember, it is the most cost-effective 
marketing strategy that will bring organic traffic to your business.  
b) Search Engine Marketing (SEM)  

Search Engine Marketing or SEM is the comprehensive strategy to drive traffic to 
your business, primarily through paid efforts. Hence it is also called Paid Search 
Marketing. The universe of SEM is diverse and complicated.Based on your business 
structure, you may choose PPC (pay-per-click) or CPC (cost-per-click) model, or CPM 
(cost-per-thousand impressions) model. There are different platforms for SEM. By far, 
Google AdWords (on Google Network) and Bing Ads (on Yahoo Bing Network) are the 
most popular.  
SEM also includes Display Advertising, Search Retargeting & Site Remarketing, Mobile 
Marketing and Paid Social Advertising. 
c) Content Creation  

Content can be presented in different formats, including blogs, white papers, e-
books, case studies, how-to guides, question and answer articles, forums, news and 
updates, images, banners, infographics, podcasts, webinars, videos, or content for 
microblogging and social media sites. You can be creative and create content on any 
topic and then skillfully link it indirectly to your business. You may like to read our 
article on how to include content and market your startup or business free of cost. Also, 
you need to customize your content for different platforms. For example, the content for 
mobile phones should be crisp and short. Remember, an effective strategy will engage 
your readers and leave them interested in more information from you. Good content is 
shared and is the best way for branding your business.  
d) Social Media Marketing (SMM)  
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Social Media Marketing or SMM is an offshoot of your SEM efforts. It involves 
driving traffic to your sites or business through social sites like Facebook, Instagram, 
Twitter, Pinterest, Google+, Linkedin, etc. As we mentioned above, good content is 
shared and liked.So create and customize content for different social media platforms. 
Remember to be prolific and original; you need to engage with users on a daily basis, at 
least four to five times a day. Your SMM efforts can be especially helpful for branding 
and driving sales.  
e) Digital Display Advertising  

This again is a subset of your SEM efforts. You may use a variety of display 
advertising formats to target potential audience - be it text, image, banner, rich-media, 
interactive or video ads. You can customise your message based on interests, content 
topics, or the position of the customer in the buying cycle. However, note that Digital 
Display Advertising is relatively costly. You need experts to drive good ROI for your 
business.  
f) Retargeting and Remarketing  

Essentially, Retargeting or Remarketing is a strategy to target customers who 
have already visited your website. It is based on cookie technology. Retargeting has 
emerged as a preferred strategy as you target customers who have already shown interest 
in your business; and hence the conversion rate is high. You may engage in Retargeting 
on your site, or on social network or on the mobile. Visualise your strategies based on the 
customers' buying cycle.  
g) Mobile Marketing  

The website, apps and content is being customized for mobile devices. The 
mobile users are growing day by day and it is the most effective way of marketing. 
4.Major factors affecting the Digital Marketing  
1) India's literacy rate is at 74.04%.Kerala is the most literate state in India , with 
93.91% literacy. Six Indian states account for about 70% of all illiterates in India : 
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal. 
Thus increasing literacy positively effecting the digital marketing growth in India .  

2) Expensive technology: The mobile and internet rates are very competitive and now it 
is in reach of a common man also.  

3) Cost of advertising: The cost of advertising is very low. One can have its own 
website in just Rs. 5000 in India. One can promote his product on Google with Google 
Adsense with just Rs.1000 a month.  

4) Inherited limitation of Technology: In India the youth is very adaptable towards 
technology but still large population is not so friendly with the electronic gadgets.  

5) Unavailability of Infrastructure facilities in Indi a : The internet connectivity is still 
not available in Indian rural areas.  

6) Believe in Traditional business practices : The small businessman having running its 
business in a small area and quite focused on that area only then he prefers Traditional 
ways of Promotion as it he finds it is more visible to the people around.  

7) Lack of Online Business Experience: Lack of awareness about the digital marketing 
is also a major limitations in the growth of the digital market.  
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5.Growth of digital Marketing in India  
Increase in internet penetration in the country has led to a substantial growth of 

other digital industries such as e- commerce, digital advertising and so on. Latest growth 
in digital marketing in India in web usage, mobile and search, social networking, 
shopping and online video are shaping the Indian digital marketplace and what it holds 
for the years to come. 

India is now world third largest internet population 
 

 
By adding 17.6 million users in 2013 and exhibiting a year-over-year increase of 

31%, India becomes to be the world’s third largest internet population leaving behind 
Japan. While in 2012, Mobile Internet grew 111 per cent, during 2013 the growth was 63 
per cent. India registered a YoY of 28 per cent in 2012 and a YoY growth of 39 per cent 
in 2013 as far as the number of internet users is concerned. 
 
6. FUTURE OF DIGITAL MARKETING IN INDIA  

Day by day growing Digital Market in India is an evident that the Digitization is 
taking place with a high speed. E-commerce website are providing all the goods and 
services through online portals online today. The increasing number of ecommerce 
websites. WARC Survey shows that 35% of advertisers would increase their mobile 
advertising spend by 50% or more by 2020 in India. According to the GroupM report, 
consumer product makers will remain the most dominant sector in terms of ad spending 
with a 28% share of the total expenditure. Many advertisers will increase their ad 
spending to spur demand, helped by the buffer provided by low commodity prices, which 
have reduced their input costs. Thus, all reports and surveys conducted around the globe 
are showing that the digital marketing will grow more in coming years. Youth of India is 
very much technology friendly . By 2018, mobile devices are expected to reach around 3 
billion units worldwide. So as more people use smartphones, tablets and other mobile 
devices, the potential of mobile market continues to grow.  
 
SUGGESTIONS 
1) Improve technological improvement in digital marketing.  
2) Collect and implement the feedback provided by the consumer in the right way.  
3) Provide a transparent and good service to the consumer before and after purchase.  
4) Creating awareness among the people about digital marketing.  
5) Complete description need to provide about the product to the online shoppers. 
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CONCLUSION  
As we all are experience a radical change in India towards the digitalization. The 

consumer are looking and searching more on internet to find the best deal form the sellers 
around India. Digital marketing such as search engine optimization (SEO), search engine 
marketing (SEM), content marketing, influencer marketing, content automation, e-
commerce marketing, campaign marketing, and social media marketing, social media 
optimization, e-mail direct marketing, display advertising, e–books, optical disks and 
games, are becoming more and more common in our advancing technology. Digital 
marketing has increased in last a few years in India. Today we all are connected through 
whats app and facebook and the increasing use of social media is creating new 
opportunities for digital marketers to attract the customers through digital platform. 
Digital marketing is cost effective and having a great commercial impact on the business. 
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